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F. du Toit 

1 Chronicles 12:32 

“From the tribe of Issachar there were 200 leaders of the tribe with their 

relatives. All these men understood the signs of the times and knew the best 

course for Israel to take.” 

Has the western world been deceived to use a different timing device? The 

forefathers of our faith have been skilled in recognising the seasons, and times 

for a king to be born, by looking up into the night sky.  David writes that the 

heavens declare the glory of the Most High God. In the modern cities of our 

day we hardly see any stars. It is only when you wander into remote places 

that the magnificence of the night sky takes your breath away.  I believe that to 

discern the times is crucial for those involved in spiritual warfare. This is a 

division overlooked or ignored for too long. May this study serve those who 

are called to enter this domain.   
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1.  What happens when the Star Gates open? 

 

The Light from a planet, a star, the sun or the moon lines up with the earth. When the 

alignment is formed, the light of the celestial body moves to the earth. Energy is needed 

to open star gates. Remember that most star gates have a timing mechanism and a 

“shutter speed”. This means that the gate is opened with energy on a precise date, and 

only remains open for a fixed period of time. 

The opening of the star gate can also be called a merkaba, chariot or gate. Depending on 

whether essence is released or taken into the gate, it may also be described as a vortex. 

In the mysteries it is believed that the light streaming from the stars, e.g. Sirius, has the 

ability to alter the DNA of a human being. Light is a frequency, and it carries encoded 

data. When the merkaba in the human spirit has been opened when the kundalini 

serpent energy has moved through all the human chakras, the human spirit-soul is ready 

to receive maximum input from the light coming from the stars. 

When Satan released his essence on the starlight after being worshipped as the morning 

star or star god, the essence of Satan has merged with the light of the star. The light 

carries the encoded essence of Lucifer through the time gate to the energy grid (energy 

network, or Matrix). The energy grid gets loaded. Those human spirit-souls who are then 

knowingly or unknowingly connected to the grid, are infused with the demonic DNA of 

the Luciferian network. The network with its evil infusion shields the globe and the 

spirit-soul that has not been born again and baptised in the name of the Lord Jesus 

Christ, will continue to receive mixed seed on their spirit-soul.  

Those in the cult believe they become interdimensional beings – they believe they 

become like the gods, or even gods themselves.  They become the enlightened ones, 

who have the ability to travel in the astral plane that surrounds the earth. In exceptional 

cases they believe that they may travel through more than one time gate, leading them 

to planets and stars in the galactic plane. 

They meet the (spiritual) beings inhabiting these planets. In different continents and 

cultures these beings have different names. In short they are known as: 

a. Lion beings 

b. Tall and small grey aliens 

c. The Reptilians and 

d. The Nordics 



Sub-species might exist that are the slaves of their superiors. At this point I may sound 

like I am writing a science fiction story. You may test this in your own spirit. Satan has 

indeed succeeded in defiling the DNA (seed) of the human spirit-soul and will continue 

to deceive human spirit-souls to believe they are evolving into superior beings. In the 

meantime the humans are becoming more like Satan himself – being polluted into the 

deepest level of iniquity.  

These hybrid beings have been known to abduct humans and remove seed and DNA 

samples from their bodies. The interaction between these hybrid beings and earth is 

real, and it has been going on ever since the time after the flood, where God had 

removed many hybrid beings from the earth. Some people believe that the hybrids are 

living amongst us, having the appearance of humans when they present themselves in 

places of governance, yet shape-shifting when they are with their own kind.  

What is the agenda? 

In short, Satan wants to establish his kingdom on earth by introducing a one world order. He 

wants to control the economic structures of earth, and enforce a world religion that will put 

in place regulations that will force humans to worship him. In order to enslave the human 

race, it would ask for humans in leadership to become inhumane. Only demons and the 

hybrids hate humans to such an extent that they will show no mercy whatsoever. That is the 

reason why hybrids had to come and live on the earth again. 

Scripture says that the end time will be known to be just like the days of Noah. The days of 

Noah were terrible days to live in. Those days were filled with hybrids and giants. 

If you have knowledge of the Alberino Analysis series on YouTube, you will notice that Tim 

Alberino reveals that these giants are indeed already on the earth in underground cities. 

The anti-Christ 

In order for Satan to enter the body of a human and manifest as the anti-Christ, the body or 

avatar that he will use, will have to have Satanic DNA mixed with human DNA. The recent 

movie AVATAR has shown us what the agenda is. This will be the ultimate duat in action: 

Satan reproducing his own image in a human body (the copy of Christ Jesus when He walked 

on the earth). Satan will have become the voice of the human race! 

Once he has the perfect avatar designed (after many star-light conjunctions and alien-

abductions) he will have the following in place: 

a. A human body that will serve Satan as an avatar for the anti-Christ appearance. 

b. A bride with his own satanic DNA that can present herself in his evil image. 

c. An army of hybrids in the form of Nordics, Greys, Giants and Reptilians. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Satan would have seemed to have won the war announced thousands of years 

ago in the garden of Eden, when God said He places enmity (war) between the 

seed of Eve and the seed of Satan. This is the end-time agenda. 

In the following parts in this series, the focus will move to the ecclesia – the 

overcomers (Nikaó) and the most amazing Love of Abba Father, and how He 

has made it possible for the human race to be delivered from this terrible 

network of destruction. 

 

End of Part 7 


